
   

Signature Collection - Splatterball
Polycarbonate Snapcase Protector for the iPhone 5 and iPhone 5s
Part No.: 405829

Signature Collection Snapcase - Splatterball
Express yourself and keep your smartphone protected with a Manhattan Signature
Collection Snapcase. Designed for use with your iPhone 5 or iPhone 5s, this durable,
low-profile polycarbonate shell will help keep your phone safe from everyday bumps and
scratches while also allowing full access to all ports and controls.

This Signature Collection Snapcase features our Splatterball pattern, inspired by
post-modern design found in the pop-punk fashions of 1980s New York, Los Angeles and
London. Rebellious, artsy, energetic and exciting, this snapcase is designed to reflect your
personality and unique sense of style while also keeping your investment protected.

For maximum effect, pair the Splatterball pattern on this case with matching Signature
Collection In-Ear Headphones and Tablet Snapcases.

Features:

Designed for use with the iPhone 5 and iPhone 5s
Tough, rigid exterior prevents minor damage
Personalizes and protects your device
Allows full access to all phone controls and ports
Lifetime Warranty

Specifications:

• Polycarbonate

For more information on Manhattan products, consult your local dealer or visit www.manhattan-products.com.

All names of products or services mentioned herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Distribution and

reproduction of this document, and use and disclosure of the contents herein, are prohibited unless specifically authorized.



• 127 x 62 x 10 mm (5 x 2.3 x 0.3 in.)
• 0.014 kg (0.03 lb.)

Package contents
• Snapcase for the iPhone 5 and iPhone 5s
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